IN WHICH BOOK QUESTIONS

1. In which book is a character wrongly accused of building a bomb?
   Answer: Yusuf Azeem is Not a Hero by Saadia Faruqi

2. In which book does a character recommend wearing a cowboy hat as a treatment for a medical condition?
   Answer: Wink by Rob Harrell

3. In which book does a character hide on a pirate spaceship?
   Answer: Stowaway by John David Anderson

4. In which book do characters break into their own friend's home?
   Answer: Powerless by Matthew Cody

5. In which book is a character's front room filled with rooster decorations?
   Answer: Partly Cloudy by Tanita S. Davis

6. In which book is the main character originally from Syria?
   Answer: Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga

7. In which book are characters forced to complete community service hours?
   Answer: Invisible by Christina Diaz Gonzalez and Gabriela Epstein

8. In which book do hundreds of rabbits escape from a factory fire?
   Answer: Katie the Catsitter by Colleen AF Venable and Stephanie Yue.

Content Questions

1. In The Hobbit, what did Bilbo gain access to after defeating the trolls?
   Answer: Smaug's cavern. (Ch 2.)

2. In The Boys In The Back Row, what did Matt's dad call Uncle David for saying that Matt shouldn't play with pink toys?
   A: Knuckle-dragger
3. In *A High Five for Glenn Burke*, what year did Glenn Burke arrive in the big leagues?
   Answer: 1976 (pg 4)

4. In *The Girl and the Ghost*, what is Pink’s other form when traveling with the witch?
   Answer: A grasshopper p. 6

5. In *The Blackbird Girls*, what is Oksana’s secret hobby?
   Answer: Drawing in her notebook

6. In *Focused* how many rounds did Clea win in her first chess tournament?
   Answer: 0 rounds

7. In *The Benefits of Being an Octopus*, what advice does Zoey’s teacher give her when she is having trouble in school?
   Answer: “Suck it up” (pg 95)

8. In *Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna*, what is the type of tree that saves Petra from her fall when the train explodes?
   Answer: Mesquite (page 175)